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In this edition:
"It is all about European collaboration to find solutions for common regional challenges in mobility"
You have to open your mind for a new adventure
and experience..."
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"It is good to look over the borders and to develop
yourself in a personal and professional way..."

The

The launch of the PreMo website

An interview with the project
leader
The PreMo guidelines, to prepare
yourself in the best way for mobiliThe lastest activities of the
project team.

What happened in PreMo?

PreMo model and

the tools can be used by

Partner meetings & training sessions

The PreMo project website:

In the spirit of the Transfer of Innovati-

The website of the PreMo project:

on projects, the German, French and

http://www.preparingmobility.eu

Spanish partners have contributed to

launched!

a training session focusing on their ex-

All the project outputs will be publis-

periences and practices in mobility.

hed on this website. Check out also

The session has taken place on the 28-

testimonials of young people during

29 of October in Trieste(IT)

their study to work and to learn.

The PreMo guidelines

The PreMo Vortal

Do you need some support in the or-

PreMo works on the design and archi-

ganisation, planning and preparation

tecture of a VORTAL, a "vertical por-

of the mobility?

tal" which brings together and links all

mobility coordinators, but
however, it should be
underlined that tools and
a structure might not be

The "preparing mobility guidelines" are
available now! A “hands-on” tool to
help you in preparing mobility.

is

relevant resources and websites in
the field of preparing and managing
mobility.

enough. It is also important to define a professional mobility operator
profile

and

course

to

a

training

make

the

transfer.”

"PREMO: Prepara la Mobilità": A partnership focusing on the planning, organisation and preparation of mobility!
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"Face to face" with the project leader: The Autonomous Province of Trento
What was the main reason to initiate this project?
“We see that the ET 2020 strategic framework
highlighted the need to support mobility in vocational training. Despite the positive effects of mo-
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bility, it seems that the participation rate in mobility
is still rather low.

a wide range of mobility projects that were first
experimented through the LifeLong Learning Programme and later with support from the European
Social Fund.
How could other actors benefit from PREMO?
“From an operational point of view, for those who

This argues for an approach which focuses espe-

manage incoming and outgoing mobility the

cially on one of its most important features: the

model for support for planning and managing mo-

fulfillment of practical experiences in connection

bility can be of high interest. This is one of the con-

with the enterprise sector. There is a strong need

crete outcomes of the project, as well as quality-

at the local level to guarantee the quality of the

based tools and approaches.

traineeship and to help identify local partners and
work placement companies.”

Besides, local territories can make use of the
“cooperation network for mobility” that will be-

How can PREMO help in this context?
“Prepara la Mobilità fits in this context perfectly

come formal at the end of the project in respect
of a shared charter of services.

since it aims to adopt and transfer approaches

Finally, a vertical portal (the vortal) will be created

and tools to favour youth mobility in vocational

as an access point not only to the mobility events

training, especially as regards the preparatory

but also to the tools and methods to prepare and

phase of the traineeship.”

organise them. This opportunity is offered both to

What is your best experience with mobility?
“Over the last years the European Affairs Division of

operators and territories.
***

the Autonomous Province of Trento has promoted

“There is a strong need at the local level
to guarantee the quality of the
traineeship and to help identify local
partners and work placement
companies”
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